
Elegant design. The TBS002 tablet floor stand is fastened to the ground and presents the tablet in an elegant way. With it's 
clear lines, a refined and present look and a high-quality powder coating, the tablet stand is an enrichment for every spot that 
should present content.

Optimized for public use. With the TabLines tablet floor stand TBS002 every Apple iPad, Samsung Galaxy Tab, Microsoft 
Surface, Lenovo, Huawei, Denver or MediaPad can be positioned freely in the room. The TBS tablet floor stand is made of 
solid steel and is resistant against every kind of signs of use.  A visual pleasing and long-lasting product. 

Various applications possible. The tablet floor stand can be combined with a TabLines TSG tablet protective case and is 
perfect for the usage in public areas. The TabLines floor stand can be used as a customized design touchscreen, as a room 
booking solution for meeting and conference rooms (e.g car dealers, furniture shops, galleries, malls...). 

The right variant for everyone. TabLines offers for all available tablets on the market a specific tablet mounting. Besides the 
TBS floor stand, other variants like the design tablet table stand, protective cases, screwable table mountings for more 
protection or tablet wall mountings are available.

TabLines TBS002
Tablet floor stand for all available tablets
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All available tablets  

Floor stand can be combined with TabLines TSG tablet protective case

Solid steel with high-quality powder coating 

With four screws on the floor

Steel, black, silver, white

Fix angle of inclination of 45°

Delivered completely mounted

120 x 120 mm 

TabLines TSG tablet protective case

Suitable for:

Application:

Material:

Mounting:

Finish: 

Tilt: 

Mounting:

Dimension plate:

Accessories:

Key features

TabLines TBS
Tablet floor stand product details


